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movement symphony that he told John Manduell enthusiastically that Berkeley was ‘un
grand compositeur’. Compared with the somewhat expansive first and fourth symphonies,
the third delivers its message with a concise attack which can even seem aggressive from so
reserved a personality.

The extensions of Berkeley’s later style into aspects of serial technique, which can be
compared to Copland’s earlier moves in this direction, gave his music a greater urgency
without sacrificing his lyrical qualities. All the same it is hard to describe Berkeley’s
thematic technique for the listener in terms of appearances and reappearances. His opening
motif sets the scene - harmonically a brass chord of D major plus conflicting elements
including a G sharp in the bass and melodically an outline of the chords of D minor and B
major in the violins - but Berkeley uses this as basic material from which later ideas derive.
The D minor and B major chords combine to make the first six notes of a twelve-note set:
the dotted rhythm in the first few bars recurs throughout. In spite of the music’s apparent
terseness, it proceeds through a series of loosely-linked sections in an overall ternary form.
A landmark is the opening of the section in 5/8 time where three trumpets hold an A minor
triad and the woodwind ornament it flexibly as a tranquil interlude. After a return to the
opening motifs, carefully disguised, deft woodwind solos lead to a Lento with various
woodwind solos over sustained chords in the strings. Starting with the low flute, the
atmosphere is distinctly French impressionist. In fact Berkeley is working with the second
six notes of his twelve-note set. But the paradisal interlude is short-lived. Two brusque
chords set up the finale with the dotted rhythm at once in heavy brass and elsewhere. The
cor anglais soon leads off with a version of the D minor plus B major motif in a rhythm
lacking a first beat. This, along with some brass fanfares, tends to dominate the discussion
with little respite and to propel it into a strong conclusion, clinched after a pause for breath.
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Mont Juic (Berkeley/Britten) Op. 9 (1937) ** (11'04")

I Andante maestoso (2'31") III Andante moderate  (3'51")

II Allegro grazioso       (1'52") IV Allegro molto (2’50”)

Serenade for Strings Op. 12 (1939) (13’19”)

I Vivace (2'01") III Allegro moderate (3’32”)

II Andantino (3'50") IV Lento (3’56”)

Divertimento in B Flat Op.18 (1943) (18’46”)

I Prelude (3'48") III Scherzo (5’56”)

II Nocturne (5'05") IV Rondo  (3’57”)

Partita for Chamber Orchestra Op. 66 (1964-5) (12’38”)

I Prelude & Fugue       (4'50") III Aria 2: Lento           (2'16")

II Aria 1: Andante (1'57") IV Rondo: Allegro        (3'27")

Canzonetta (Sinfonia Concertante Op. 84) (1973) † (2’58”)

Symphony No. 3 in one Movement Op. 74 (1969) * (15’17”)

(73’57”)
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With the PPaarrttiittaa  we leap forward a quarter of a century to an era of industrial
patronage and music for youth. It was commissioned by Crosby and Co. Ltd. for the
Farnham Festival of School Music and first performed there on May 17, 1965. In the
intervening years Berkeley had written three operas, five concertos, a second symphony,
and had expanded his range in both vocal and instrumental music. His interest in
counterpoint had grown and his adherence to tonality had lessened: twelve-note rows
appear in the Concerto for Violin and Chamber Orchestra, Op. 59 and the Sonatina for Oboe
and Piano, Op. 61, a process carried further in Symphony No. 3.

The Partita – a revealing Baroque title, since Bach was a strong early influence on
Berkeley - opens with a Prelude and Fugue.The main theme in the first violins is announced
against its own augmentation in the horns and gentle changes of time-signature do little to
disrupt this robust Prelude. It leads straight to the Fugue, which has the first two notes of
its subject quickly repeated for emphasis and identification: the answer to the subject is
tonal, with traditional modifications, and an oboe solo offers the inversion before the Fugue
slows down to a quiet ending.

The two middle movements are both called Aria. The first is serenely euphonious in
B flat and the second, pervaded by a dotted rhythm announced by trumpet and trombone
in alternation, is more nocturnal.The final Rondo is firmly in G major again. After a rising
flourish from the strings with brass, the clarinet’s till-ready introduces a theme in the violins
which is mostly on one note – clearly a relation of similar tunes in the finale of the
Divertimento. The B section of the Rondo’s A-B-A scheme is opened lyrically by the violins
in C major, imitated at once in the cellos but varied: nothing is repeated exactly.The return
of the A section brings back the opening gestures, ending a work which is ruggedly built and
rewarding to play for amateurs or professionals.

CCaannzzoonneettttaa  is the fourth movement of the Sinfonia Concertante, for Oboe and
Chamber Orchestra, Op. 84. It was commissioned by the B.B.C. and first performed at a
Prom on August 3, 1973, with Janet Craxton and the B.B.C. Northern Symphony Orchestra
under Raymond Leppard. It followed the Sonatina, Op. 61 and the Oboe Quartet, Op. 70, all
inspired by Craxton with the composer showing a special rapport with her instrument.The
Canzonetta again emphasises Berkeley’s stature as a melodist, an aspect of so-called serious
composition which became neglected in the 1960s and 70s.

SSyymmpphhoonnyy  NNoo..  33,,  OOpp..  7744 was commissioned for the Cheltenham Festival and first
performed there on July 9, 1969, by the Orchestra National de R.T.F. conducted by Jean
Martinon.The French conductor was so impressed by the impact of this concentrated one-

ennox Berkeley stood for pure music - no violence, exaggeration or exotic distractions.
Mozart was his god and it shows. As our tortured century grinds towards its close, the

best of Berkeley’s music is standing the test of time remarkably well – at least for those who
know it - and Berkeley stands unobtrusively beside his contemporaries such as Walton,
Tippett and Britten as an essential part of mid-century British music.

Everything about Berkeley’s background comes through logically in his music – birth
into an aristocratic family of partly French origin; extended study and a close relationship
with Nadia Boulanger in Paris; friendship with Ravel and Poulenc and later Britten; and a
profound Roman Catholic faith which made virtually everything Berkeley wrote religious.
His legacy is more far-reaching than is generally realised. Not least through his range of
pupils, including David Bedford, Richard Rodney Bennett,William Mathias, Nicholas Maw,
John Tavener and the composer’s eldest son Michael. But Berkeley’s main contribution is his
music, which is so well represented on this CD by the works he has conducted himself.

1936 was a landmark for the thirty-three-year-old Lennox Berkeley. His Overture,
Op.8 (later withdrawn) was performed at the Festival of the International Society for
Contemporary Music in Barcelona.With characteristic modesty he told me that the impact
of Berg’s Violin Concerto was so great that he had completely forgotten about his own work!
Benjamin Britten, ten years younger, was also at the Festival to perform his Suite for Violin
and Piano, Op. 6 with Antonio Brosa. Berkeley recalled their first meeting (Tempo No. 106,
September 1973): “I immediately became aware of his extraordinary musical ability and his
immense knowledge of music. Since he was subsequently to have such a profound influence
on my life and musical development, that first meeting would in any case have made the
year memorable for me.” During the Festival the two composers went to watch some
Catalan folk dancing in the park called Mont Juic.They were so fascinated by the tunes the
musicians were playing that Britten ‘wrote them down on old envelopes and various pieces
of paper which he produced from his pockets’. These then became the basis of their
collaboration in the orchestral suite MMoonntt  JJuuiicc,,  which was published as Berkeley’s Op. 9 and
Britten’s Op. 12. During Britten’s lifetime they never divulged who wrote which portions of
the work but when I was writing my book on Berkeley (The Music of Lennox Berkeley,
Thames Publishing 1989) the composer told me that he wrote the first two movements and
Britten the last two, although they both discussed them all and the full score is in Britten’s
hand.

The first two movements are in Berkeley’s liveliest vein, but a sombre mood emerges
with Britten’s Lament, anticipating the tragedy of the Spanish Civil War. Britten’s finale
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restores optimism in this northern tribute to Spanish folk culture framed as a homogenous
orchestral work with many original touches of scoring from both composers, although
without the optional saxophones in this performance.

The SSeerreennaaddee was first performed by the Boyd Neel Orchestra on January 30, 1940,
at the Aeolian Hall in London. Both in its title and its scintillating brilliance of sound it
recalls Mozart. But like some neo-classical Stravinsky, the model is difficult to establish and
Berkeley’s first movement is just as close to Bach’s Third Brandenburg Concerto in its
exhilarating moto perpetuo. Like the Divertimento four years later, the Serenade wastes no
notes - a lesson learnt from Nadia Boulanger and confirmed by Britten. It cannot have been
easy to compose in the gloomy first months of World War II - the score is dated ‘September-
November 1939’. This may account for the pensive Lento which closes the work and has
more than a suggestion of the sombre manner of the Four Poems of St.Teresa of Avila, Op.
27 from 1947. These songs also employ string orchestra and Berkeley’s facility in this
medium is a reminder of its popularity amongst British composers – Elgar’s Introduction
and Allegro; Vaughan Williams’ Fantasia on a Theme of Tallis; Britten’s Variations on a
Theme of Frank Bridge; and Tippett’s Concerto for Double String Orchestra.

Like many works for strings, the Serenade is in D major. The initial Vivace has only
one theme, based on the rhythm of an upbeat followed by a downbeat. The theme appears
in different keys during the middle section but it is always present. The second movement,
Andantino, is a serenade in A major with plucked accompanying strings suggesting the
guitar tradition. But the sustained melody, rocking to and fro over two adjacent notes, is one
of Berkeley’s fingerprints. Like the first movement the Andantino’s ternary structure is
based on the continual presence of the main theme.The third movement, Allegro moderato,
is a bustling but restrained scherzo in 6/8 time. It is unified by its textural continuity rather
than by reappearances of any of its themes. The music is less stable in tonality, although
there is a repeated low F sharp at the beginning and end, and has no key signature.

The final Lento opens in D major, with two clear cadences in the first eight bars of
slow rising melody. A repetitive fragment over an ostinato bass helps to build towards the
movement’s climax, painfully achieved over a long bass line.The music relaxes to a cadence
in D major, but there is no return to the opening theme. Instead the first violins suggest the
motif from the Vivace, wistfully as a distant memory - like Brahms at the end of his Third
Symphony or Elgar at the end of his Second.This harks back to happier days at Snape: now
there is war and Berkeley is separated from Britten who is in America.

Berkeley’s DDiivveerrttiimmeennttoo was commissioned by the B.B.C. and first heard through a
broadcast conducted by Sir Adrian Boult on October 1, 1943. The war years were not the
best moment for launching new orchestral works, but a few months earlier Berkeley had
conducted his Symphony No. 1 at a Prom, and it was the Divertimento - not the now better-
known Serenade for Strings – which came out on 78 records.

Alan Frank has said that Berkeley found ‘a light way of expressing serious thought …
illuminated by a Latin clarity’. That is exactly the approach of the Divertimento, which the
composer dedicated to his teacher, Nadia Boulanger, where the small orchestra (double
woodwind, two horns, two trumpets, trombone, timpani and strings) is exploited with
exemplary finesse. The unpretentious, but never merely light, musical dimensions of the
Divertimento are reflected in the epigrammatic opening and closing movements. By
comparison the Nocturne is lyrically extended and the Scherzo symphonic.

The Prelude has a catchy opening theme in the first violins heralding the movement’s
compressed sonata form. In typical Berkeley fashion the main melody is never repeated the
same way and what might have been a recapitulation is wittily truncated.The same goes for
what passes fleetingly as a second subject – a dotted rhythm first heard on the bassoon. But
the pastel shades of harmony and orchestral colours are beautifully imagined.

In the Nocturne there are darker moods, with the opening high bassoon solo
suggesting blue-notes and offering them to the horn. After a hesitation – impressionist low
flute - the movement’s central section spins a sustained melody over a regular rhythm in a
way which is completely personal. Its climax is the most emotional point in the
Divertimento and its elegiac strength is followed by fragments and reminiscences to end the
Nocturne.

All this is blown away by the extended Scherzo, the work’s longest movement. There
is an introduction where the strings announce their rhythmic motif loudly followed by
hesitations: soon two flutes reveal the main theme on their own. The Scherzo is plentiful in
ideas and textures and always has a sense of direction. Its G minor, after more hesitations,
gives way to A major for the Trio. The recapitulation, as if Berkeley had been caught out
writing a longer movement than he intended, is condensed and changed – and there is a
quick reference, following classical precedent, to the Trio right at the end.

After a brief introduction, stopping dead on the dominant, the rather frivolous main
theme makes the Finale the Divertimento’s least serious movement. The secondary theme
on the clarinet, over oom-pah chords in the strings, is as silly as anything in Poulenc. The
design is rondo (A-B-A-C-A) and the first bar of the main theme could have come from
Haydn. But it is hard to predict the mercurial twists that Berkeley puts it through after that.
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